Overview of suggested content (HBS case unless otherwise noted)
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Pages Teaching Note Section 2 takes up the topic of developing skills in a sales force. In the Lincoln Financial Group case series, students are confronted with a range of decisions -from strategic to tactical -surrounding the transformation a $7 billion wholesaler of financial services products; the cases closely examine the firm's management and development of the skill level of its sales resources. In the alternative case, Baria Planning Solutions, the managers of a consulting firm are concerned about the disappointing performance of the sales team in attaining new clients and renewing existing ones. In looking for solutions, they explore the benefits of resources pooling, cross training, and scheduling flexibility.
Sales Compensation
Sales Force Integration at FedEx (A),(B),(C),(D), & (E)
Section 3 explores the subject of sales compensation plan in a professional sales firm. In the main case, Perelson Weiner LLP, a successful accounting firm in New York City begins to re-evaluate its incentive strategy as it makes plans to grow its business. The alternative case, ENSR International, examines a sales organization and the selling of professional services and highlights the complexity of selling those services.
